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The mission of the Florida Park 

Service is to provide resource-based 

recreation while preserving, 

interpreting, and restoring natural and 

cultural resources. 



Coastal Strand 



Scrub 



Scrub at Dunns Creek 



FPS Goal = Restore 



Our primary restoration and 
management tool = Prescribed Fire 



►Fuel loading is extremely high in the long 
absence of fire 

►Wildland urban interface 

►Creates conditions where prescribed fire 
alone becomes too dangerous to conduct 

►Other management tools must be utilized 
first 



Mechanical Treatment, its not cheap! 
► “set back the clock”   

► Reduce the height of overgrown vegetation to a level at 
which prescribed fire can be reintroduced safely. 

► Makes fuels more receptive; drying, exposed, fuel structure 

► Then burn on a fire return interval that mimics historic 
natural conditions. 





 



 



 



Save Money: Mow and Then Root 
Rake Patches 

0.49 cents per linear ft. 
= $50 per circle 



Oaks like to come back 
With a passion! 



Fuel Reduction At Catfish Creek Preserve 

 
Franklin Brush Cutter 



Beware of Exotic Species 



Cedar Key State Park Restoration 

Kershaw Mower  

$175-500 per acre 







Rollerchopping 
►$100-175 per acre 



 



 



Brontosaurs Mower 

►$170-250 per hr 

►Works on steep slopes 

►Takes down large trees 



How well with this burn?? 

 



Harvests 

►Timber (sand pine) 

►Crooked Wood (rusty lyonia) 

Scrub at Dunns 
Creek State Park 



Beware of Unwanted Brush Piles 



Educate, Educate, Educate…..  
And then do it some more 



Lessons Learned 

►Mechanical Treatments, it artificial and it isn’t 
cheap 
 Affects intensity and residence time of fire 
 Smoke concerns for following days due to downed 

debris 
 Ground disturbance 
 Oak Regeneration 
 Mo Money 
 Beware of exotics 

►Timber harvest slash piles 
► Inform the public.  If you don’t, you may be sorry   

 Public notices 
 Presentations 
 Signage 
 





Have Fun!!!! 

Questions? 


